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Lopini the Legend

SYNOPSIS
When Lopini is replaced as kapa haka leader at school, he starts to spiral. It doesn’t matter that he thinks it’s a good 
idea, or that he agreed to the change in the first place. He’s a hard-out perfectionist and this feels like a public failure. 
Lopini’s best mate, Fi, thinks he’s overreacting. After all, he’s so successful that everyone at school calls him Lopini the 
Legend. But Lopini still freaks out whenever something goes wrong—and he HATES it. He decides to practise failing, so 
he won’t feel like that anymore. Can Lopini still be a legend, if everyone knows he isn’t perfect?

ABOUT THE CREATOR
Feana Tu‘akoi is a writer of fiction and nonfiction, with a background in educational publishing. She has over 230 titles to 
her name, ranging from poems to plays to articles to books, and her work has appeared in anthologies, on radio and in 
most media forms. Her books for children have been translated into various languages, from Samoan to Spanish. She is 
the author of the highly successful What Is A...? science series for children, which is also available in te reo Māori.

Lopini the Legend, Tu‘akoi’s junior fiction manuscript, won the 2022 Storylines Tom Fitzgibbon Award.

STUDY NOTES
BEFORE READING
• Look at the cover and read the blurb.

 ◦ Where is the story set? How can you tell?
 ◦ Who are the main characters in the story?
 ◦ What do you think this story is about? Why do you think that?

WHILE READING
Comprehension
• What language are the chapter headings? What purpose does this serve?
• What kind of person is Lopini? How can you tell? What kind of person is Fi? Choose a sentence for each character 

from 1 Taha to support your answers.
• Why does Lopini feel ‘shamed’? Is he right to feel this way?
• What is a ‘perfectionist’? (1 Taha)
• How did goal setting help Lopini? Why did he decide to volunteer at every opportunity? (2 Ua, p 11)
• How do you feel when you fail at something? Is failing absolute or can it mean different things in different situations 
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and to different people? Have you ever not tried something new because you’re worried about failing?
• Why do Lopini’s mum and dad respond so differently to the idea of Lopini trying to fail? (2 Ua, pp 13–18)
• Why didn’t Lopini pull out of being Tāwhirimātea? What adjective could you use to describe Lopini now? (3 Tolu)
• Would you like to have played the part of Tāwhirimātea? Why/why not? (4 Fā)
• Why didn’t Fi go and talk to Priscilla on Lopini’s behalf? Was she being a good friend to Lopini or not? (4 Fā)
• What characteristics does Lopini have that led to his first two failures to fail? (4 Fā)
• Write a sentence from the text that tells you how Lopini feels when he gets turned down by Suni. (5 Nima, p 35)
• At the end of 6 Ono, Lopini’s dad thinks Lopini’s haircut is a complete fail but Lopini’s mum loves it. Predict what you 

think will happen at the Op Shop Ball. (6 Ono)
• What language is ‘pièce de résistance’? What does it mean? (7 Fitu, p 50)
• When Lopini fails his dance move he feels shamed, but he ‘plastered a smile on his face, as if this was what he’d 

meant to do all along’. (7 Fitu, p 51) Would the kids still have gone ‘nuts—stamping, whooping and cheering’ if he 
hadn’t done that? Why/why not?

• Why does Lopini decide to go with the envelope challenge when he really wants to quit? (8 Valu, p 57)
• Predict what will happen to Lopini after getting caught by Ms Pepper in the sushi shop. (10 Hongofulu, p 67) Read to 

the end of the chapter and compare your prediction with what really happened. Was your prediction close? What do 
you think will happen next?

• How does Fi react to being interviewed by Matt? What does this say about her? (11 Taha Taha, p 75)
• What do you think Fi’s ‘brilliant idea’ might be? (11 Taha Taha, p 79)
• Look up ‘ostentatiously’ in the dictionary or online to find out what it means. What is another word (synonym) that 

the author could have used instead? (12 Taha Ua, p 83)
• How has Lopini’s personal challenge grown to inspire others? Who was the first person he inspired? Who was an 

unexpected person who stepped up to support Lopini? 
 ◦ What word (or words) are used to describe a person that others look up to?

• Why did Fi challenge Lopini on discounting the opinions of the rest home residents? What is a word that describes 
Lopini’s attitude? (13 Taha Tolu, p 91)

• Why can’t Lopini see in himself what other people see? (13 Taha Tolu, p 92)
• Predict what Ms Pepper will say about the flash mob when she sees the video. (13 Taha Tolu, p 93)
• Why does Lopini forget to check what is wrong with Fi? What is he focused on? (14 Taha Fā, p 96) When he does 

check in with her on p 96-97, does he go about it the right way? Why/why not?
• Do you agree that ‘Lopini was in the right. Fi was in the wrong’? Why/why not? (14 Taha Fā, p 99)
• How does ‘considering the evidence’ help Lopini with his meltdown? (15 Taha Nima, p 106)
• Why did ‘just deciding to do something’ make Lopini feel better? (15 Taha Nima, p 111)
• Why did Lopini think that getting in trouble with Ms Pepper would be worth it? (16 Taha Ono, p 115)
• Is Ms Pepper as scary as Lopini thought? Why/why not?
• Why hadn’t Fi told Lopini about her problems?
• What does Fi mean when she says, ‘Just goes to show—you never can tell’? (18 Taha Valu, p 128)
• Who is the real brains behind Lopini’s stunts and the Dare to Do Good group? Who gets the credit? Is this fair? Why/

why not?
• Why are Lopini and Fi a good match as friends?
• Lopini could see that Mr Ngata ‘had massive mana’. What does this mean? Choose a piece of text from 19 Taha Hiva, 

p 134 to support your answer.
• Why did Lopini ‘man up’ and tell Mr Ngata that he hadn’t been trying to help the community? Would you have done 

this? Why/why not? 
 ◦ Fi agreed, ‘We were trying to help ourselves’, but actually she had been helping Lopini. Why did she back Lopini to 

Mr Ngata? (19 Taha Hiva, p 135)
• Lopini spends days preparing to film the Ngata ad while Fi organises the Dare to Do Good group and the flash mob. 

What does this tell you about them? (19 Taha Hiva, p 137)
• Was Lopini right in thinking ‘If it went wrong, he’d never be able to face anyone, ever again’? Why/why not? (20 Ua 

Noa, p 141)
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• Select a short piece of text from 20 Ua Noa that shows Lopini’s character development. How has he changed?
• Why is Lopini talking too fast? (21 Ua Taha, p 150)
• Would you have said, ‘I don’t want to do the ad without him’ if you were Fi? Why/why not? (21 Ua Taha, p 152)
• How has Lopini helped others see the legend that Fi has been all along? (22 Uo Ua, pp 156–157)
• What was Lopini’s big realisation? (22 Uo Ua, p 158)
• Why doesn’t Lopini feel ashamed when he tells his friends that he failed at making the ad? How do their reactions 

help him? (23 Ua Tolu, pp 159–160)
• What does Lopini mean by ‘Getting things wrong is part of my long-term success strategy’? (23 Ua Tolu, p 163)
• Do you agree with the statement ‘If you’re not succeeding, you’re learning’? How can making mistakes be an 

important part of learning? (23 Ua Tolu, p 164)
• How did the ad uphold both Fi and Lopini’s mana, despite showing Lopini failing? (24 Ua Fa, p 168)
• Is being a ‘perfect failure’ possible? Why/why not? Why would Lopini rather be a perfect failure than a legend?       

(24 Ua Fa, pp 171–172)
• Lopini earnt respect from Tyson, Hemi, Suni and Matua Ānaru, amongst others, for putting himself into potentially 

embarrassing situations. Why did they support him?
• What are two themes of Lopini the Legend?

AFTER READING
• Work in pairs to come up with at least five adjectives to describe Lopini at the beginning of the book and five 

adjectives to describe him later in the book. Then, as a class, discuss the following questions:
 ◦ What caused Lopini’s character development? 
 ◦ What did he have to overcome?

Write a paragraph using your adjectives to describe Lopini and what happens to make him grow and change 
throughout the book.

• As a class, plan, practise and present a flash mob event at assembly. Remember that to be successful, it’s important 
that the audience doesn’t know what is about to happen, although the adult in charge of assembly and the person in 
charge of the music will need to know what is happening and when. You’ll need lots of time to practise, so planning 
is needed to make sure you’re ready for the big event.

• Lopini’s superpower is goal setting. What’s a goal you could set for yourself? Remember to break your goal into small 
steps and make it SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timed.
 ◦ What is something you are really good at? It could be anything from goal setting, supporting your friends or 

being polite, to playing rugby, creative writing or drawing cartoons. Make a poster to tell everyone about your 
superpower. Include a title, self-portrait and a caption describing your superpower. Add labels to your poster of 
adjectives that describe you, eg. ‘organised’ or ‘creative’.

• Organise your own Dare to Do Good group. You’ll need an adult to be involved for safety and permission from your 
school. Think about the types of things you’re prepared to do, eg. picking up rubbish at your school, cleaning up 
around a local stream or putting on a performance at a rest home. Everyone will need a permission slip signed by 
their parents. As a group, make up rules that need to be followed. Ask if you can advertise your Dare to Do Good 
group in the school newsletter, asking your community for job suggestions. Lastly, remember to have fun while you’re 
doing good in your community!

• Find out about your local legends, both current and from the past. Who are the people in your community, who are 
awesome role models? What do they do that makes them special? How did they get to where they are today? What 
characteristics do they have that make others look up to them? Present your findings as a report, a speech or as 
slides.
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